The Right to Personal Business & Innovation
“To implement a reliable and progressively secure exchange that encourages and allows
all voting-age to:


Freely and electronically protect their individual idea(s) as government-secured,
personal-proprietary information.



To establish a free and secure method of electronic documentation for any votingage citizen to track the progress of their ideas toward personal profit.



To vote upon, and publicly enforce, Contingency Laws that provide all voting-age
citizens the equal right to efficiently enter contract(s) with, under full
confidentiality and in good consideration, any other voting-age citizen(s) within
the &etwork willing to assist and fairly profit from their professional
contributions to such idea(s).



All interactions will be archived accordingly as proprietary information, and one
public, constructive review will be permitted to all associated voting-age citizens.



Within each contract, a publicly enforced clause - to be named later by Popular
Vote – will dedicate a small percentage of profits derived from the system toward
the health and well-being of poverty-stricken children, elderly and veteran care.”

What country restrains the innovation of its own Citizens?
The priceless value applied to our Right to Vote and our Right to Contribute Toward
Resolution must also be applied to our Right to Innovate.
A secure system must exist that electronically documents, and organizes accordingly,
each of our individual creative ideas, encrypted and accounted for by the Federal
Government as personal-proprietary information.
Bogged-down by inefficient patent laws and money needed toward legal interpretation.
What culture maintains a system that annihilates innovation instead of nurtures it?
Patent law reform is essential before this great country can move forward economically.
Currently there at least 1.2 million patent applications backlogged at the United States
Patent and Trademark Office. Each patent may represent jobs: Engineering,
manufacturing, construction, marketing, sales, legal, IT, and administrative jobs; new
jobs.
A lack of resources, finances and concern for this essential sector of our government has
restricted the evolution of patent laws to adapt to existing and novel industries.

If the technology exists to securely house and process our individual votes, the same
security must also be applied to protect our individual ideas.
Such a system would not only serve as a citizen’s right to electronically document,
archive and confidentially exchange their ideas toward personal profit, it would provide
immediate and customized documentation to the legal system that supports it.
Contingency laws would be voted upon publicly and would ultimately provide all votingage citizens the free and equal right to efficiently enter contract(s) with, in good
consideration, any other voting-age citizen(s) within the system, if they so choose.
Upon the termination of each contract, all contingent parties would have the free and
confidential option to post one (1) professional, constructive review of co-worker(s),
legal counsel and domestic business partners encountered during the contract term.
Domestic corporations and small-businesses that help nurture ideas toward
manufacturing within the United States will be duly rewarded with substantial tax
benefits.
Domestic corporations and small-businesses that choose to manufacture overseas (as this
will be inevitable) must work in cooperation with the manufacturer to improve working
conditions for the greater well-being of their employees. Such efforts will also be
rewarded through tax benefits.
Both domestic and International markets will decide if ideas flourish or not.
Any idea that financially profits from such a system would implicitly contain a publicly
enforced clause – to be named later by Popular Vote – that would ensure a small
percentage (%) deduction from each individual profiting from the idea, to the healthcare
and well-being of poverty-stricken children and elderly, including veteran care.

